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ln a previous paperll we have reported a revё rsible change in Optical

properties, transmission and refractive index, observed in the se― based

glaSS. As a continuation of the work we describe here some interesting

features concerning the reversible effect.

Sample Preparation.  All the samples investigated were thin filns deposited

on transparent glass plates by aRrF sputtering. The sample composition here

reported is 40 0/● As,250/o Se,250/・ S,and■ oO/.Ge,which was chosen as a

representative from our prelininary study.

Heating Effect.  As has been rdported, heating causes the absorption edge

shift to shorter wave■ engths. Amount of the shift depends on the teElpera―

ture reado(鋤  by the sttmple. This shift occurs rapid■ y. However, once the

Sample was heated up to a high temperature Tl(lC Tg)' Succeeding heating

Of the samp■ e at a lower temperature T2 d°es not cause any more signi―

ficant shift of the edge. This implies that the state of materia■  establi…

shed by heating is determined only by the highest temperature the material

was brought to.                 .

ADSOrption Edge. The absorption constant is expressed well by the equation

, in the region of large O( ,

d=A(hソ ーEgo)2/hソ

EgO iS the optical gap and A

50o

As.。S亀5S25qeゝ。

where

(1)

,l " "onstant2). Figure I shows the

({ tru f/2 ptotted against hu. As

seen in the figure, the linear por-

tion of the curves, one for the

heated and the other for the irradi-
ated cases, are parallel, indicating
that the optical gap changes with-
out affecting t[e constaat A.

According to Davis-Mott theory, A ls
proportional to of / AH, where 6i, and

4Eare electrical conductivity and

spread of the localized state den-
sity, respectively. Since the con-
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ductivity of the heatecl sanple ls smaller than that of the irradiated sam-

ple, constancy of A roeans AE becomes smaller upon heating.

Irradiation Effect. Acconpanying the above-nentioned edge shift, the ref-
ractive index is also changed when the sanple is heated or irradiated. t/e

neasured the index change by enploying a holographic technique; a beam fron
a Kr laser was divided into two beams, which were shed on the sanple to

forn interference fringe. It is recorded in the sanple as a grating. li.ght
from a He-Ne laser(6128 i) is used to .nonitor the fornation of the grating

during irradiation. Figure 2 shows growing behavior of the index changer ArL

r as a function of the exposure time. The$tr.ong-er is the ir:radiation pow-

'€rr the larger is the growing rate. The behavior of anis approxinately

expressed as

ana'.1r - e-Ft), (2)

which is the sane functional

form as the change of the

absorption constantl ) .

If we assume single oscilla-

tor Sellmeirrs dispersion

relation'of the refractive
2\

indef'and Eq". ( 1) , the index

change, An, is reasonably

related with the absorption

constant change.

Sunnqry.. Our measurements

indicate that the chd.nge

in the optical properties in our system of glass is explained by the rigid
variation of the optical gap. How this is interpreted fron a viewpoint of
the ehange'of atonie structure of the material reguires further investi-
gat ion.
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